Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of identifying collection dependent stop-words in order to reduce the size of inverted files. We present four methods to automatically recognise stop-words, analyse the tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness, and compare them with a previous pruning approach. The experiments allow us to conclude that in some situations stop-words pruning is competitive with respect to other inverted file reduction techniques.
Introduction
Inverted files are the data structures employed by most modern retrieval systems [14] to associate index terms (words, stems, phrases, bigrams, etc. . . ) with document occurrences. Indexes are organised into posting lists containing several pointers which carry the correspondence information. Fast query evaluation is normally done by repeatedly accessing the on-disk index file and fetching the information for every query term. Disk accessing times are the bottleneck for most retrieval systems, and there had been many solutions to improve query evaluation times without affecting retrieval effectiveness, such as lossless compression techniques [7] . More recently, a new family of lossy compression algorithms, namely pruning, has emerged to try to improve the efficiency while retaining high effectiveness values. Pruning techniques aim at removing unnecessary information by determining a set of non relevant pointers in each posting list and ruling them out of the retrieval. If the pointer set is dependent on each query, it is called dynamic pruning [13] , whereas if the pruning can be made off-line it is said to be static. Recent works demonstrated that static pruning can produce very compact indices whilst not suffering from an unacceptable precision loss [2] . Also, this technique has been applied in web retrieval [4] . This paper presents several techniques for reducing the size of the inverted file by identifying a stop-words set dependent on the collection. The main difference between this method and the one described in [2] (hereinafter Carmel's method) is that the whole term is removed from the index instead of deleting single occurrences. We introduce several techniques based on the terms' informativeness value, in particular inverse document frequency (idf ) and residual inverse document frequency (ridf ), and a novel method based on the term discriminative value. Discarding a whole term determines that the index term is not useful in every possible context (query). Although this claim may seem too aggressive (or naive), except for a predetermined and well-known set of function words, we found out that in some scenarios these algorithms prove to be competitive or even better than the methods based on the pruning of term-document occurrences. Other works ( [2] , [4] ) size the amount of pruning as the percentage of pointers removed from the inverted file, and in [2] Carmel et al. advanced that it is not known how static pruning would behave in conjunction with the traditional lossless compression methods, and that further research was needed in order to clarify it. This paper also presents the experiments and results assessing the relationship between the amount of pointers and the real space savings, for five well known coding algorithms. We advance a good and stable behaviour of the static pruning methods for every coding scheme tested. Experiments also report on query times in a real retrieval platform.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes Carmel's method, section 3 introduces the term pruning methods, the experiments and results are presented in section 4 and the paper ends with a conclusions and further work section.
Static index pruning of posting entries
Carmel et al. in [2] proposed and successfully tested a method for removing information from an inverted file. The algorithm operates in a per-term basis, selecting the less necessary information from every single posting list in order to reduce the total index size.
There are two parameters involved in the so-called top-k pruning algorithm: k and ǫ. The procedure to select which postings are removed from the index is as follows. First, for every term in the lexicon, the algorithm computes the contribution of every document occurrence to the final score using the score function of the retrieval system. Then it retrieves the k-th highest score z t and sets a threshold τ t = ǫ * z t . Finally, every document occurrence which score is lower than τ t is dropped out from the posting list.
It is worth to point out that this is an idealised pruning algorithm, as the top k documents scores for a query with less than 1 ǫ terms are guaranteed to be the same, within an error of ǫ, when the original or pruned inverted file is used. However, the algorithm has the problem of obtaining negligible pruning levels. In order to obtain any significant index reduction it is necessary to shift every document occurrence score in the term lists, by subtracting a global minimum score to every document score. The real procedure is to apply the pruning algorithm after this ad-hoc modification of the inverted file. This accomplishes excellent results but the aforementioned property is not proved to hold. As well, there is another variation of the algorithm, namely δ-top answers, that consists of keeping the entries whose score value under a query q is at least δ times the highest score of all the documents under q. The implementation we employed here considered the BM25 score [11] instead of Smart's tf-idf (used in [2] ) and we decided to skip any shifting implying that higher pruning levels were obtained by setting a higher ǫ value.
Static index pruning of term posting lists
Traditionally, stop word removal aims at identifying noisy terms that may hurt precision, and to the best of our knowledge it has not been used for efficiency purposes.
It is clear that removing high-frequency terms from an uncompressed inverted file may lead to substantial space savings, as they tend to engross most of the occurrences (according to Zipf's law). How this may affect to compressed inverted files is disccussed in [14] . The claim is that the higher the frequency of the word, the better a parametrised compression model such as Golomb will adapt to it, so the less space it will consume in a compressed form. In general, it is a commonly accepted idea that stop-words should be in the inverted file since removing high-frequency words would result in very small space savings. However, we believe that if it is possible to obtain a good ranking of terms according to their importance, it would be interesting to establish the tradeoff between retrieval accuracy and the index reduction implied by the removal of the less important terms. In fact, some authors [10] report that building a manual extended stop-list speeds searches. We propose to study this effect with techniques that obtain informativeness (3.1) and discriminative (3.2) rankings.
Stop-words list based on idf and ridf
The inverse document frequency is a term informativeness measure, therefore it can be used to produce a ranking of bad terms (those with lower idf values). We used a common idf normalisation introduced by Robertson and Sparck-Jones in [9] that performed well for identifying dynamic stop-words in [6] . If D is the total number of documents in the collection, and df the number of documents the term t appears in (document frequency), then the idf for term t is:
Residual idf is defined in [3] as the difference between the observed idf (IDF ) and the idf expected under the assumption that the terms follow an independence model, such as Poisson (ÎDF ). To the best of our knowledge it has not been used for identifying collection-dependent stop-words, although in [8] it is employed successfully for named entity recognition. If tf is the total number of tokens for a term t, then the ridf devised by a Poisson distribution is
Church and Gale [3] claim that the more a term deviates from Poisson, the more dependent on hidden variables, and more useful the term is to discriminate between documents containing it on the basis of the hidden dependencies.
In order to compute the idf and ridf values for every term appearing in the collection, it is only necessary to traverse the lexicon file once.
Stop-words list based on Salton's Term Discrimination Model
Salton's Term Discrimination Model (TDM) [12] is one of the first computationally attractive attempts to find an effective ranking of words, based on the analysis of the Discriminative Value (DV) of a term and it was used for automatic indexing. The model is embodied into the vector-space framework for Information Retrieval and its use has been limited to small collections (Cranfield, Medlars, Time). However, the usefulness of the model has not been clearly stated in the following years, nor it has been applied in large TREC collections. This paper proposes to revisit the original model and to determine to which extend it may be worthy as a tool for finding stop-words.
The Term Discrimination Model measures the importance of every index term based on the influence it has on a document space. The main assumption is that a document space with distant vectors is preferable for retrieval. A good document space is one that maximises the average separation between every pair of vectors, because it would be easier to distinguish among the retrieved documents. Under this claim, and given that terms act as dimensions of the document space, it is possible to rank the index terms according to how much each term affects the density of the vector space, i.e. how good as discriminators they are. The DV of a term t is defined as how much the removal of t from the vector space decreases the total space density.
Let {t 1 . . . t T } and {d 1 . . . d D } be the term and the document set respectively, where every document d i is represented by a term frequency component vector tf i1 , tf i2 . . . tf iT . The calculation of every document-to-document distance as a measure of the space density is computationally unaffordable for very large collections. One possible variation could be a definition of the density measure related to documents-to-centroid distances. In this case, the DV for a term t k is
where Q is the space density, Q k is the space density after the term t k is removed, d k i is the document obtained after removing the term t k from d i , c is the document centroid and c k is the document centroid resulting after the removal of the term t k .
A straight implementation of eq. 3 is very time consuming. For every term, it requires the computation of the similarities between every document and the centroid, forcing to traverse T times a direct file of D documents. Next it follows a reformulation of eq. 3 that allows to save most of the operations by storing some data in main memory and reducing drastically the total computation time. First, let T F k j (T F j ) be the j-th component of the centroid c k (c): 
Let w i = T j=1 tf ij T F j , which is a value that can be precomputed for each
and Q k can be expressed as
Taking into account that |d
|di| , then Q k can be finally rewritten as:
Since Q is constant, the Q k values will suffice to compute the rank produced by the TDM. The reformulation of Q k introduced in eq. 7 allows the computation of this rank with just one single pass to a direct file to calculate the w i and |d i | values, and another one to the inverted file to recalculate every single term contribution. If we use the cosine normalisation, then
Finally we propose another last modification to this model, in which the contribution
wi |di| is dropped out from eq. 7. This factor is dominant in the final value of Q k and very dependent on the |c k | value. This is a problem in large collections because the method is too biased for high frequency terms (concretely on the factor T F j appearing on |c k |), ranking them higher. This efficient implementation of the Term Discrimination Model requires 2|D| + |T | extra pointers to store the document lengths, the w i (for each document) and the T F j (for each term) values. Considering 16-byte double precision floats, these amounts sum up to approximately 12 MB for the 2 Gigabyte TREC web collection.
The approach described here will be referred as tdm1 and we denote as tdm2 another variation that employs a term frequency normalisation factor in the fashion of BM25 [11] :t
In equation 8, len(d i ) stands for the number of tokens in the document d i , avglen is the average document length in the collection and we used the recommended values for k 1 = 1.2 and for b = 0.75. In the implementation of tdm2 we considered the simplification of not recomputing the average document length every time a term is removed from the collections. Once the term frequencies are computed according to eq. 8 the process follows as described for tdm1.
Experiments and Results

Experimental Setting
We report our empirical findings using the five pruning methods described in sections 2 and 3. The evaluation tries to assess how the mean average precision (MAP) and precision at ten (P@10) vary as the number of deleted occurrences from the inverted file increases. Intentionally, we chose settings that devise high precision values in order to measure the decrease in precision when augmenting the pruning level. We used Porter's algorithm for stemming. BM25 (eq. 9) was selected as the scoring function for every method, as it has proved to be robust in the IR literature:
where qtf is the frequency of the term in the query,
, and d l and avgl are the document and average document length respectively. The recommended values [11] are: k 1 = 1.2, k 3 = 1000 and b = 0.75.
We experimented with TREC topics from 401 to 450 in the LATimes and WT2g collections, short queries (title) and long queries (title plus description). Note that the narrative field was discarded as it hurts precision using these settings. Regarding to Carmel's method, the k value was set to 10, and the different pruning levels were obtained by modifying ǫ.
For the TDM-based methods, another condition was taken into account in order to smooth the correlation between the frequency range and the discrimination value. We introduced a document frequency threshold based on the size the collection: only terms with document frequency in the collection greater than 400(2000) where pruned for the LATimes(WT2g) collection.
A second class of experiments try to assess the real tradeoff between the pruning level and the disk space occupied by the inverted file, using different posting-list compression methods. We experimented with five different coding algorithms [7] for the document pointers: three non-parametrised methods (γ, δ, variable byte), a local parametrised method (Golomb coding), and a contextsensitive method (interpolative coding). Within-document term frequencies were coded with unary code, except for the case of variable byte where they were coded with variable bytes as well.
Finally, a third experiment measured the real query time performance of the system for one term-based method (ridf ) and Carmel's method, to try to determine the final speedup effect of pruning on a retrieval platform.
Indexing and retrieval was carried out using the Terrier IR platform 1 v1.0.0, developed at the University of Glasgow. The pruning and compression program suite was implemented on top of it. Term pruning methods present a good behaviour at certain levels, being ridf remarkably stable and smooth and tdm1 very good at increasing precision, although at the cost of being too aggressive. The other two methods, tdm2 and idf are very correlated and perform slightly worse than ridf for most of the cases. Tables 1 and 2 summarise the results for the WT2g collection. Results are analogous to the ones obtained in the LATimes, although short queries benefit more from precision gains. It is remarkable that Carmel's method is able to improve P@10 values in the WT2g collection at very high pruning levels (short queries only).
Precision vs. pruning
Every method presented needs to set some threshold in order to stop pruning, be it the ǫ parameter (Carmel's method) or the percentage of pruning (term pruning methods). We carried out a third experiment in order to find an automatic threshold using Fox's stop-list as relevance information, i.e. good stopwords. The procedure is as follows: the list of terms is sorted according to a first Figure 5 shows the real tradeoff between pruning level and disk space usage (WT2g collection). The graphs reflect how the inverted file size decreases when the number of pruned pointers increases using different coding methods. Sizes are relative with respect to the original inverted index except in the last graph, where the size is absolute. Only the posting list file is considered since the space reduction due to the lexicon file is not significant. The behaviour is stable for Methods that prune every term occurrence do not leave this log(c − a) gap in the posting list when they operate, as they remove the whole list, thus they may yield less average bits per gap values. The first slope in the graphs is due to the fact that the first terms in being pruned are the ones with highest document frequency, which happen to be the ones with the highest within-document term frequencies. When those frequencies are coded in unary (φ(x) = x) the space saved when they are removed is more noticeably. In fact, if the frequencies are coded with gamma, the slope softens. It is interesting to notice that Carmel's method follows this behaviour too, which indicates that if ǫ is low, it is only able to delete occurrences of terms with high document frequency. In the case of variable byte coding, 90% of the pointers require just one byte and therefore there is no noticeable difference among the methods. Variable byte is clearly the worst method with respect to inverted file size, although it is interesting because of its faster decompression times. Figure 6 reports on average query times for ridf and Carmel's method on the LATimes collection with fifty queries (topics from 401 to 450). There is a query processing time reduction which is more important in the case of long queries. The different behaviour between the methods is due to the number of disk accesses, main bottleneck for query evaluation in retrieval systems. Every query term is processed if the inverted file is pruned with Carmel's method, and this is the reason why query processing time varies smoothly with respect to the pruning level. In the ridf -based pruning method, query processing times can be drastically reduced at pruning levels that maintain or even improve the precision values.
Index compression vs. index pruning
Query times vs. pruning
Conclusions and future work
We implemented several pruning techniques based on the informativeness and discriminative value of terms. We also evaluated the behaviour of precision with respect to pruning, and the final effect in index file reduction and query processing times. Those methods have been compared with the well-known pruning method introduced by Carmel et al. [2] . We found out that tdm1 is good if only high values of precision are desired, although it is very aggressive, and ridf is easy to implement and very stable. In general, pruning whole terms is better for maintaining or improving MAP, and it keeps precision values at high pruning levels with long queries, whereas pruning pointers is better with respect to P@10. In particular, Carmel's method behaved very well for P@10 and short queries in the WT2g collection. Therefore, methods that prune terms could be useful in applications such as indexing collections for PDAs and mobile devices, and desktop search.
One future research line is to design a pointer-based pruning method that operates selectively over posting lists, driven by a global term rank. Another topic of research is to address the problem of pruning while allowing for phrasal queries. None of the methods presented here is appropriate for processing phrasal queries. To tackle these problems it is necessary to develop an explicit pruning method for this purpose [4] or to combine a pruned inverted file with a next-word index [1] .
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